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SHORT SYNOPSIS 
	  
Set within the rainforests of southern Mexico, La Laguna tells the story of a Mayan 
boy’s remarkable journey from childhood to adolescence.  While Yu’uk and his 
younger brother José enjoy a childhood of uncommon freedom in the jungle, Yu’uk’s 
family’s problems begin to mount and leaving his village – and his beloved little 
brother – may be his family’s only hope.  
	  
SYNOPSIS 
 
Set within the rainforests of southern Mexico, La Laguna tells the story of a Mayan 
boy’s remarkable journey from childhood to adolescence as he searches for his place 
in the world.  
 
Yu’uk and his younger brother José enjoy a childhood of uncommon freedom in the 
forest – exploring the mountains, finding wild animals, and most of all, fishing for their 
family in the enormous lagoon in a constant effort to be just one step ahead of 
hunger.  At age 12, Yu’uk is already a master of the jungle and is training little José in 
his footsteps. 



 
In his village school, however, Yu’uk finds himself lost in a world he cannot fully 
comprehend, uneasy in a language and culture both foreign and beyond his grasp: “I 
don’t know what Mexico is. Is it a city? I am not too sure.”  In response, Yu’uk 
searches for understanding and identity in the remnants of a vanquished Mayan 
civilization that still exists in his father’s stories and in the ruins he and José discover 
around the forest’s enormous lagoon.  
 
When Yu’uk’s family problems begin to mount – a failed crop, an elderly father who 
can no longer work, the birth of a sister’s gravely ill child – his carefree life in the 
jungle with José comes under threat. Yu’uk begins to comprehend that leaving his 
village and his beloved little brother may be his family’s only hope.  
 
Intimate and immersive – and eschewing ethnography by focusing squarely on unique 
individuals  – La Laguna tells a story of one boy’s difficult choice. Through Yu’uk’s 
story we feel deeply the waning moments of childhood, the strength of fraternal 
bonds, the need for identity, and ultimately the search for a place in a world not of 
your own making. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 
In all my films I begin with individuals and settings that spark my curiosity and begin 
filming with the faith that a story will emerge.  This was also the course by which I 
came to make La Laguna. 
 
I first met Yu’uk and his family while on a trip to the southern Mexican state of 
Chiapas to learn more about Southern Mexico (my previous film, CIRCO, had taken 
me through much of Central and Western Mexico). My travels eventually led to the 



small village of Metzabok, located on an immense and beautiful lagoon in the middle 
of a rainforest, and home to Yu’uk and his family.  
 
I quickly met Yu’uk and his little brother José though their uncle who served as the 
village boatman, and the two boys became my guide through the lagoon and jungle 
and introduced me to their family and school.  I was immediately struck at how 
knowledgeable and at ease the brothers were in the rainforest.  In his short 12 years 
of life, Yu’uk not only could fish and harpoon to provide food to his family, but he was 
also teaching little José about the ways of the forest. How was this knowledge and 
way of life still possible?   
 
I learned that Yu’uk and his family are Lacandon Maya, believed to be the only 
indigenous group in Mexico to have never been conquered by the Spanish.  They 
maintained their autonomy by retreating further and further into the forest, and only 
began to make sustained contact with outsiders in the middle of the 20th century – 
nearly 450 years after the conquest.  As a result, the Lacandon possessed an intimate 
knowledge of the rainforest, especially so for poor families like Yu’uk’s who rely even 
more heavily on the lagoon and forest to sustain them.  
 
At first, I conceived the film to simply contrast Yu’uk’s two worlds and educations, his 
adventures in the forest in contrast to his struggles to learn Spanish and other basics 
in the school.  However, each time I visited Mexico to film his family was in yet 
another crisis – and each time Yu’uk seemed more serious in thinking of his future. 
Over time his family’s mounting economic problems raised questions about how Yu’uk, 
their oldest son, could provide for their family.   
 
Increasingly, it became clear to me that the core of the film would be Yu’uk’s journey 
from childhood to an early adolescence where he would begin to reconcile his Mayan 
and Mexican identities – and begin to find a place for himself in the world. 
 
For me, the heart of the story is Yu’uk’s tender and rich relationship with his younger 
brother José, and the childhood they spend together through long and listless days 
exploring the jungle.   It is this childhood idle – and the forces that come to threaten 
it – that form the emotional core and arc of the story. 

I describe what I do as immersive, visually-driven, point-of-view storytelling. Film is 
unique in that it works is a visual-emotional way, and my goal is to fully immerse the 
viewer in the world of the subject by using the medium’s special ability to convey 
experience. Above all I am interested in exploring universal themes that allow 
audiences to connect with people they might not otherwise think they would, which I 
believe is the core value and purpose of documentary filmmaking. 

 
PRODUCTION NOTES 
 
Principal photography for La Laguna was conducted during 5 visits to Mexico over a 
period of 18 months. Director Aaron Schock worked alone during this time, and was 
responsible for producing, directing, cinematography, and sound recording. The film 
was shot on the Canon C300 in Canon Log in 23.98. All sound was recorded on 
camera with the Neumann KMR 81i MT microphone. 
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